The performance of machine learning and deep learning algorithms for image analysis depends significantly on the quantity and quality of the training data. The generation of annotated training data is often costly, time-consuming and laborious. Data augmentation is a powerful option to overcome these drawbacks. Therefore, we augment training data by rendering images with arbitrary poses from 3D models to increase the quantity of training images. These training images usually show artifacts and are of limited use for advanced image analysis. Therefore, we propose to use image-to-image translation to transform images from a rendered domain to a captured domain. We show that translated images in the captured domain are of higher quality than the rendered images. Moreover, we demonstrate that image-to-image translation based on rendered 3D models enhances the performance of common computer vision tasks, namely feature matching, image retrieval and visual localization. The experimental results clearly show the enhancement on translated images over rendered images for all investigated tasks. In addition to this, we present the advantages utilizing translated images over exclusively captured images for visual localization.
INTRODUCTION
The performance of common machine learning algorithms typically scales with the quantity and quality of training data utilized to optimize them. Deep learning with Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) pushed the performance of learning based approaches in the recent years. Therefore, the demand for training data increased and training data sets for numerous tasks were recently published. In this contribution, we generate new training images by image-to-image translation to subsequently improve performance of common computer vision and photogrammetry tasks. We will refer to image-to-image translation as image translation for simplicity reasons in this work.
The general term for generating new training samples to enlarge data sets is widely known as data augmentation. Augmenting training data is a powerful option to overcome challenges in several fields of computer vision, like feature matching, image retrieval and visual localization. Such data augmentation includes the modification of existing training images as well as the generation of new images to expand training sets. Common methods in image processing are to shift, rotate, scale, flip, crop, transform, compress or blur training images to extend a basis data set. In this contribution new images are rendered and furthermore translated by a GAN to augment a data set of images. CNNs and other learning based methods benefit from a variety of training data. If more variety of training samples is considered in a training set, more robust and accurate networks can be expected.
Image Translation made a huge leap in recent years benefiting from uprising deep learning algorithms and a better under- * Corresponding author standing of such. The aim of image translation is to translate images from one domain into another, like translations between daytime and nighttime, translations between the four seasons spring, summer, autumn and winter or even the translation of artistically styles. Our goal of this contribution is to investigate the feasibility of image translation to improve computer vision tasks. The success of training based algorithms like deep learning or image retrieval depends highly on the provided training data and suffers from deficient training data. An insufficient variety of training images weakens the estimates in terms of robustness or accuracy. Therefore, we focus on expanding training sets to increase the performance of training based algorithms. Typical training data for image retrieval or visual localization consist of images captured in a specific environment, their related poses and optionally intrinsic camera calibration parameters. Augmenting such training sets to generate a higher quantity and variety of training samples has the potential to enhance methods that learn from this data. An augmentation could be undertaken by capturing additional images manually, determining their poses and adding them to an existing training set. However, in this contribution we augment existing training data with synthetic images. This is carried out by generating additional training images to a provided training set. These additional images are generated by utilizing only the pre-existing captured data of a benchmark data set. There is no necessity for further assumptions or manual capturing of new data. Given an image data set consisting of images and their corresponding poses of a specific environment we generate a 3D model of the scene by utilizing a Structure-from-Motion (SfM) pipeline. Images with arbitrary poses are rendered in this model. These images are used to enhance the training data set. However, the rendered images differ strongly in appearance from the original captured training images since the 3D model is no photo-realistic representation of the scene. The generation of photo-realistic models is challenging and not yet fully automatized. Hence, we create a simple triangulated model of the environment. Since the straight utilization of such rendered images may not suffice as training data for further applications, we apply image translation. By image translation we transform the rendered images from their rendered domain into a more realistic domain, namely the captured domain. Therefore, the translated images have a higher similarity to the originally captured images. This higher similarity to the original training images increases the feasibility for potentially serving as additional training data. For image translation again there is no need to capture new data nor to make additional assumptions. The image translation pipeline is trained only on the original training set and the rendered images. The rendered images are generated from the 3D model, which is again created by only utilizing the original training images. Therefore, we combine image rendering with image translation for data augmentation to enhance common computer vision tasks. The evaluation of the newly generated training data, namely the images translated from the rendered domain into the captured domain, is carried out by performing common computer vision tasks on them. In detail, we perform feature matching, image retrieval and visual localization to investigate the beneficial impact of image translation.
Feature Matching is a fundamental algorithm for image analysis. Local features are extracted and characterized by their descriptors. These descriptors can be compared and matched according to their similarity. A lot of computer vision tasks utilize feature matching, e.g. classification, segmentation, detection, image retrieval, 3D reconstruction, tracking methods or image alignment. Image translation has the potential to enhance this fundamental algorithm by transforming images from different domains into one concurrent domain. The images radiometry is transformed, whereas the mutual similarity of them increases. Therewith, one can suppose that the similarity of extracted features of these images also increases and in turn enhances feature matching. Image Retrieval is the task of finding the most similar image in a set of images given a query image. One of such image retrieval methods is Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR), where colors, shapes or textures of an image are analyzed by computer vision algorithms to find similarities between two or more images. In our case we extract features followed by histogram intersection to find the most similar training images given a query image. By providing poses for the training images, a pose for a test image can be determined by simply assigning the pose of its nearest neighbour or more complex variants like a weighted pose of multiple nearest neighbours. As depicted above, we aim to extend such training sets by rendered and translated images to increase the provided number of images and poses. An increased number of poses and a denser distribution of such, potentially increases the localization accuracy of a query image by image retrieval. Visual Localization is the task of determining the camera pose of one or multiple query images in a specific scene. Visual localization carried out using Convolutional Neural Networks improved in terms of accuracy over the last few years. In general CNNs are trained on training sets containing images of an environment and their corresponding poses. A neural network optimizes its weights by minimizing a loss function. For visual localization this loss function is often based on minimizing pose differences or reprojection errors. Visual localization may benefit by expanding the training sets with a more variable and higher distribution of images and poses. Again, we extend these training sets by utilizing a 3D model to render new images and apply image translation to transform rendered images into a more realistic captured domain.
In this contribution, (i) we render images with novel poses from 3D models to increase the quantity of training images. These training images show artifacts and are of limited use for further image analysis. Therefore, (ii) we improve the quality of the training images by image translation. Furthermore, (iii) we show that image-to-image translation concerning 3D models enhances performance of common computer vision tasks.
• Feature matching is significantly increased by translated images compared to rendered images.
• Image retrieval concerning translated images provides clearly better results in contrast to captured images.
• Visual localization is improved by augmenting captured images with translated images. Furthermore, training only on translated images performs comparable to training on captured images.
This contribution is organized as follows. After reviewing related work on image-to-image translation, feature matching, image retrieval and visual localization in Section 2, the utilized methods are depicted in Section 3. The performed experiments on feature matching, image retrieval and visual localization are introduced in Section 4. We discuss the experiments and their outcome in Section 5 and conclude and give an outlook for future research in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Approaches to augment training data sets are well established in the field of computer vision (Gharbi et al., 2016; Lemley et al., 2017) . Data augmentation boosts performance in classification (Ng et al., 2015) , segmentation (Rajpura et al., 2017) , object recognition (Maturana & Scherer, 2015) , object detection (Peng et al., 2015) , hand gesture estimation (Molchanov et al., 2015) , camera pose regression or human pose estimation (Rogez & Schmid, 2016) . Learning based methods and CNNs can be trained to improve handling invariances like translation or rotation which helps for generalization of the networks (Parkhi et al., 2015) . Furthermore augmenting training data by generating synthetic images is known as a valuable process of data augmentation. Synthetic images of text in clutter are generated to train a Fully-Convolutional Regression Network (FCRN) (Gupta et al., 2016) . For efficient view registration with respect to a point cloud, synthetic views are generated to enhance the registration of images taken from novel view points (Irschara et al., 2009) .
Image-to-Image Translation on paired training data has recently been addressed to convert input images from one domain into another, like gray-scale to color (Iizuka et al., 2016) , day to night, aerial to map and others . These translations rely on training sets of aligned image pairs -so-called paired training data. Image translation trained on unpaired data has been addressed for artistic style transfer (Johnson et al., 2016; Gatys et al., 2016) or other domain translations like horse to zebra or summer to winter . Such . Rendered images are generated with specific poses and with camera intrinsics within this 3D model 2 . These rendered images and the captured images serve as input to train an image translation network. This network translates images in the rendered domain into translated images in the captured domain 3 . Captured 1 and translated 3 images are used to train a visual localization pipeline. Experiments are also carried out on rendered images 2 and on feature matching as well as image retrieval. Testing is carried out on the captured images from a test sequence 4 . None of the test images is utilized in the prior training process. For comparison purpose each experiment is carried out on the captured images, the rendered images and the translated images in Section 4. Given data is highlighted in bold style.
image translation showed beneficial impact for feature matching and image retrieval translating nighttime to daytime images (Anoosheh et al., 2019; Porav et al., 2018) . With recent research the number of domains is extended to numerous, e.g. 16 translations between artistically styles or four domains for translations between the seasonal domains as spring, summer, autumn and winter (Anoosheh et al., 2018) . These translations are predominantly carried out utilizing Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al., 2014) . Adversarial networks are also used to generate training data by transforming rendered images of eyes to more realistic samples for eye gaze estimation (Shrivastava et al., 2017) .
Feature Matching is one of the most fundamental algorithms in computer vision. There are several established algorithms in this context like SIFT (Lowe, 2004) , SURF (Bay et al., 2006) or ORB (Rublee et al., 2011) . Numerous computer vision challenges can be tackled by the support of these algorithms, e.g. image classification (Bosch et al., 2006) , object detection (Li & Zhang, 2013) , tracking (Zhou et al., 2009 ), 3D reconstruction , Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (Mur-Artal et al., 2015) or visual localization . It is shown that rendering images in point clouds created by laser scans and images improved feature matching and visual localization (Sibbing et al., 2013) . However, in contrast to their work our 3D models are reconstructed only by images and are less detailed. Therefore, their techniques are not applicable on our data. Aerial images are matched to terrestrial images using rendered images of a 3D model (Shan et al., 2014) . Generating the rendered images from a wide distance compensates the quality of the rendering.
Image Retrieval became popular with the emergence of largescale image collections. Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) considers colors, shapes or textures to associate a query image to its most similar image(s) in a training set. There are several approaches available to tackle this task. Solutions utilize grey values (Schmid & Mohr, 1997) , Eigenfeatures (Swets & Weng, 1996) , VLAD (Jégou et al., 2010 ) -a compact descriptor to make image retrieval more efficient concerning run time and storage (Arandjelovic & Zisserman, 2013 ) -or Convolutional Neural Networks (Sharif Razavian et al., 2015 Babenko & Lempitsky, 2015) . Image retrieval was improved for situations where the scene appearance changed due to variable illuminations over time by generating virtual views from Google street-view panoramas (Torii et al., 2015) . In contrast to our work, only individual depth maps and no global 3D model are used.
Visual Localization by pose regression with Convolutional Neural Networks was introduced with the publication of PoseNet (Kendall et al., 2015) . Further development of loss functions (Kendall & Cipolla, 2017) or the implication of Long-Short Term Memory (Walch et al., 2017) boosted the performance of image-based localization. Other research focuses on transferring pose regression from large to small networks reducing memory requirements (Mueller et al., 2017) . Data augmentation is tackled by adding rendered images to the training data to improve performance of a pose regression pipeline . The first work on scene coordinate regression for camera relocalization is based on random forests rather than deep learning (Shotton et al., 2013) . Latest developments are combining deep learning and the well-known Figure 2 . Overview of the utilized GAN system. The training pass for the direction from a rendered image to a captured image R → C is shown. Besides the Adversarial Loss, a Cycle Loss is utilized to encourage inverse mappings such that GR (GC (c) ) ≈ c.
The training pass for the opposite direction C → R is executed likewise. Discriminator DR is illustrated for completeness.
perspective-n-point problem (Haralick et al., 1994) to regress 6-Degree of Freedom (DoF) poses from images (Brachmann & Rother, 2018) . The pipeline firstly regresses scene coordinates by a CNN and subsequently applies DSAC (Brachmann et al., 2017) , a framework of differentiable RANSAC (Fischler & Bolles, 1981) , for finding 2D-3D matches followed by a pose hypothesis estimation. This hybrid approach scores better results as hand-crafted approaches on visual localization. The interest of visual localization in challenging environments with changing weather, daylight or seasonal conditions is important for the navigation of self-driving vehicles and the localization for augmented-reality applications. Therefore, data sets covering these characteristics were published recently (Sattler et al., 2018) . Paintings and historical photographs are matched to a 3D model for pose estimation, whereas features are learned to match between paintings and rendered images (Aubry et al., 2014) .
Rather than learning to extract similar features, we aim to adjust rendered images to fit our target domain. Investigation on CNN-based pose regression showed that no current pose regression approach outperforms handcrafted retrieval methods consistently . We aim to enhance such visual localization approaches by data augmentation with image translation.
METHODOLOGY
In the methodology section we focus on Image Translation (Section 3.1) and common computer vision tasks, like Feature Matching (Section 3.2.1), Image Retrieval (Section 3.2.2) and Visual Localization (Section 3.2.3).
The general workflow of translating images from a training set of captured images and employing them to the selected tasks is shown in Figure 1 on the example of visual localization. A training set of captured images ( 1 in Figure 1 ) is used to create a 3D model through Multi-View Stereo . The model is used to render images (Waechter et al., 2017) with specific poses and camera intrinsics 2 . These rendered images and the captured images serve as input for training an image translation network. The trained network then translates images from the rendered domain to the captured domain 3 . Captured 1 and translated 3 images are used to train a visual localization pipeline. Experiments are also carried out on rendered images 2 and on feature matching as well as image retrieval. Testing is carried out on the captured images from a separate test sequence 4 . None of the test images is utilized in the prior training process. For comparison purpose, each experiment is carried out on the captured images, the rendered images and the translated images in Section 4. The Shop Façade data set from the Cambridge Landmarks benchmark (Kendall et al., 2015) serves for these experiments. This data set has a spatial extension of approximately 25m x 35m. The scene mainly shows the façade of a shop. The training set consists of 231 images and their corresponding poses, whereas the test set consist of 103 images and poses.
Image Translation
Image translation is carried out by utilizing ToDayGAN (Anoosheh et al., 2019) , a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) based on CycleGAN . GANs generally consist of two independent neural networks which compete with each other. A so-called generative network generates synthetic images while a discriminative network tries to distinguish between real images and the synthetic data, that is the output of the generator network. This procedure allows to generate a vast amount of synthetic data while retaining a realistic appearance and thus serves for data augmentation. The image translation networks perform a mapping of images between two domains C and R, corresponding to the captured and rendered domain. Unpaired samples of both domains ci and rj, where i = 1...N and j = 1...M are provided during training. An alignment of training samples is not necessary due to the cycle consistency loss introduced in CycleGAN. The network consists of two generators GR : R → C and GC : C → R to translate images between the domains as well as two discriminators DR and DC to distinguish between translated and captured images. The GAN is trained for minimizing both, an adversarial loss and a cycle consistency loss ( Figure 2 ). The cycle consistency loss specifies the constraint in such a way that a translation R → C followed by C → R is hold to lead to the same image as the original input image. . Poses for rendering additional images are generated in a grid with a spacing of 25 cm. Poses are only generated up to 3 meters away from the nearest original training pose. The orientation of each new pose is set to the orientation of the nearest training image. Thereby, additional poses have been generated to render images from new positions and with different points of view. In total 2652 rendered images and the 231 captured images build the training data for training the image translation network. Figure 3 shows synthetic generated poses of the rendered images (dark red), training poses of captured images (red) and test poses of the captured images (green). In this context Figure 4 shows an image rendered from the 3D model. Figure 5 shows the same image translated into the captured domain by the image translation network. The rendered images as well as the translated images are available online 1 . 
Computer Vision Tasks
We evaluate the impact of using image translation on different computer vision tasks, namely feature matching, image retrieval and visual localization.
1 https://github.com/tsattler/understanding_apr 3.2.1 Feature Matching As one of the most important and fundamental problems in image processing, we perform feature matching for evaluating the quality of image translation. We measure the performance of feature matching based on the number of inliers between images from a training data set and images from the test data set. We depict the inliers within a geometric similarity transformation (Hartley & Zisserman, 2003) and use a variant of MLESAC (Torr & Zisserman, 2000) for model fitting. Feature detection and description is implemented using Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) (Bay et al., 2006) . Feature matching is then performed by an approximate nearest neighbour search (Muja & Lowe, 2009 ). To ensure matching by an overlapping field-of-view between test images and training images we employ Bag of Visual Words (Csurka et al., 2004) . Concerning feature matching, only ten nearest neighbours in the training set are considered. As a measure of quality, we take the number of inliers between test images and their nearest training images into account, whereas a higher number of inliers corresponds to a higher matching quality. We perform feature matching on the three training data sets of the captured, rendered and translated domain in the experiments (Section 4.1).
Image Retrieval
For further evaluation of the feasibility of image translation, we apply image retrieval by using a Bag of Visual Words approach. The goal is to compare single test images to a set of training images and to find the images with the highest similarity. Subsequently, a pose difference is computed by taking the pose of the test image and the poses of the most similar training images into account. An unweighted average of poses is computed if multiple training images are taken into account for pose estimation. Therefore, a visual vocabulary with 250 visual words is created by utilizing SURF to extract features and their descriptors from all training images. All features are clustered by using k-means with 250 clusters, whereby every cluster represents a visual word. Investigations using more visual words did not significantly change the results. Based on these visual words a histogram for every training image is derived. Subsequently the features and descriptors of the test images are derived with the same strategy and added to one of the 250 clusters by using a simple nearest neighbour approach. Adjacent, a histogram of visual words of the test image is derived and compared to the Bag of Visual Words by using histogram intersection. Therewith, the best matching histograms of the images from the training set are identified and assigned to a test image. The images corresponding to these histograms are considered as the nearest neighbours for the test image. To evaluate image translation, in Section 4.2 we investigate the performance of image retrieval on the three different data sets mentioned above, namely captured images, rendered images and translated images. Besides a visual comparison, a geometrical evaluation is carried out as mentioned by computing pose differences between ground truth and estimated poses. The ground truth poses for training and test sets are given from the benchmark data set. The estimated poses again are derived by determining the mean poses of the nearest training images. In detail, the euclidean distance between two poses defines the difference of translation d as
where xi is the position of a test image andxi is the position of a training image and · 2 the Euclidean Norm.
The difference of rotation between a test image and a training image θ is computed by
where q i is the normalized quaternion of a test image andq i is the quaternion of a training image. θ therefore depicts the angle between the orientation of a training and a test image.
Visual Localization
For further investigations on the feasibility of translated images to enhance image analysis we perform visual localization utilizing DSAC++ (Brachmann & Rother, 2018) . This approach consists of a neural network and a pose estimation pipeline based on 2D-3D correspondences. The network takes RGB images, their corresponding poses and intrinsic camera calibrations as input for the training procedure and regresses a 6-DoF pose for single test images. Initially a CNN predicts a depth value for every pixel in the input image. This leads to a 2D-3D correspondence from every pixel to a point in the 3D scene. By solving the perspective-n-point problem a camera pose can be estimated. Multiple camera pose hypotheses are computed -each from four of such 2D-3D correspondences. This is followed by a pose hypothesis selection and a pose hypothesis refinement leading to a final pose estimate. The network is optimized by minimizing a pose loss in an end-to-end training using standard backward propagation. Our training sets consist of the captured images from the Shop Façade data set, the rendered images generated from a 3D model and the translated images generated by image translation.
EXPERIMENTS
For evaluating the enhancement of common computer vision tasks with translated images, we investigate Feature Matching (Section 4.1), Image Retrieval (Section 4.2) and Visual Localization (Section 4.3). All experiments are carried out on the Shop Façade data set from the Cambridge Landmarks (Kendall et al., 2015) visual localization benchmark.
Feature Matching
We investigate the improvement of feature matching on translated images in contrast to feature matching on rendered images. Therefore we extract SURF features from all training images and test images. Since matching every test image to every training image would include matching images without a joint view of the scene, we pre-select the matching candidates by the image retrieval algorithm mentioned in Section 3.2.2 and match every test image to its ten nearest neighbours. Figure 6 
Image retrieval
Image retrieval is processed on the captured training images, the rendered images and the translated images. The captured test images serve for evaluation. Figure 7a shows one of the test images, whereas Figure 7b, 7c and 7d 
Visual Localization
For evaluating image translation on visual localization the localization approach presented in Section 3.2.3 is adapted. The data sets of the captured, rendered and translated images serve for training the network. Therefore, the pipeline is trained on each of the mentioned training sets separately. Additionally, a training on a combined training set containing the captured images and the translated images is carried out. All experiments are processed with the same settings, e.g. number of iterations per training step. Testing the networks is carried out on the test set with the captured test images on all four trained Table 3 . Median translation and rotation test errors on the captured, rendered and translated data sets. We also trained a model on a combined data set of captured and translated images scoring the best results.
DISCUSSION
With the experiments on translated images, we show enhancements over the usage of rendered images on feature matching, image retrieval and visual localization. Compared to captured images, the experiments also show promising results on image retrieval and visual localization.
The average number of 12 inliers found on the rendered images is not satisfying for most computer vision task. However, after image translation the average number of inliers increased to 79, which is a decent amount of matches to successfully, e.g. register two images.
Utilizing translated images clearly leads to better results over the usage of the captured images. Image retrieval benefits from the higher number of images leading to a denser sampling compared to captured images, hence finding nearer images and improving the pose estimate. Image retrieval trained on rendered images shows a decreased accuracy compared to retrieval on captured images due to high dissimilarity to the test images.
Image translation for visual localization showed a beneficial impact compared to training on captured data. The network scored similar results as on training with captured data and best results when training on a combined data set of captured and translated images. The network trained on rendered data failed when testing on captured data. That implies that the network potentially learns representations for rendered images, which can not be transferred to captured images. Moreover, we show that image translation can transform these images into valuable training data.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We want to highlight the potential of image translation from a rendered domain to a captured domain for image retrieval and visual localization. We were able to train a network for visual localization merely on synthetic data (translated images) and achieve similar results compared to training on manually captured data. The accuracy of visual localization improves by training supported with translated images. We additionally mention, that the images of the utilized data set show similar scene views. Bigger gains are possible when translating rendered images from views that are substantially different from the captured views. However, generating plausible translations for such views is harder, creating the necessity for further research to handle large pose changes between captured and rendered images. Further work on GANs is therefore needed to overcome this issue.
